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A collection of trad Irish,American and self written songs by two musicians from different musical

backgrounds.Terence from a trad Irish scene,Paul from a rock background. 15 MP3 Songs in this album

(59:53) ! Related styles: WORLD: Celtic, FOLK: Irish Contemporary Details: GHOSTS  Terence

OFlaherty  Paul Cunningham This is a new album that we would love you to play! GHOSTS has been

brought together by musicians, Terence OFlaherty and Paul Cunningham. The album is a mixture of

traditional and contemporary Irish music with new material written both individually and in collaboration.

Both musicians came together having met at various mixed music events and following several musical

discussion decided to record an album together. Although Terence already has a traditional Irish music

background, Paul has been primarily a rock musician to date, and both, in their many metamorphosis

have played alongside a diverse array of musicians including Massive Attack, and The Chieftains. Most

certainly Paul has proved that despite his very different musical background, that his own Irish blood still

draws him to his true roots with this album. The new songs blend well with the traditional ones that have

been included on this album. Carrigfergus, and an E Minor version of The Wild Rover, The Old Triangle

by Brendan Behan, and a couple of American songs such as Hard Times by Robert Foster, and Boll

Weevil. The production of this album allows this material to be heard in a contemporary and refreshing

way. Enjoy. Note on the sound clips Sorry, as I was naming the sample clips for cd baby I forgot tracks

11/12 are linked (even though on the actual cd they are heard as one track). Hence the confusion some

people may feel when listening to any tracks beyond track 11 as they are out of sequence. I have

mentioned this to cd baby but I think it would entail a lot of messing about to fix.
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